
Lessons from Sydney’s Salty Community Program

This program and seminar are supported by Sydney Coastal Councils 
Group through funding from the Australian Government
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SYDNEY COASTAL COUNCILS GROUP 
Resilient Coasts. Engaged Communities. Local Leadership. Regional Impact

• Established in 1989
• Co-operative Regional Organisation of Councils –

11 Member Councils
• 1.5 million Sydneysiders
• 800km2 adjacent to Sydney’s coastal and estuarine 

areas
• 600km of coastline

OUR MISSION: 
To lead sustainable management of the coast through 
collaboration, capacity building, advocacy and research.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GWBy way of background, the Sydney Coastal Councils Group is a ‘Regional Organisation of Councils’ that was established in 1989 – when the 5 ‘ocean’ councils got together to address beach sewage pollution - pre deep ocean outfalls. Our beginnings started from the concerns of our member councils relating to the health and risks to Sydney’s marine and estuarine environments. Since this time we have expanded to now include 11 councils (as listed) and we represent nearly 1.3 million Sydneysiders. 
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Program Introduction



•photo: Jenny O'MearaSydney’s salty communities

+turning the tide for blue green carbon





Develop the necessary
information, methods 
and tools to minimise 
the loss of 
environmental 
values resulting 
from current and 
future population 
and climate impact 
on foreshore and intertidal 
lands. 

Develop, promote and 
implement a grants program 
to deliver biodiverse plantings, 
protect and enhance native 
vegetation and manage 

invasive species in a connected 
landscape.

Develop 
strategic and 
planning documents which promote 
biodiversity resilience in the 
face of climate change.

Develop and implement 
inclusive education, outreach 
and biodiversity custodian 

programs to support 
a community of 
practice and 
maintain capacity 

in the wider 
community.



Expert and Working Groups

Literature, Data and Practice Review

Main Grant Round

Climate Ready Tool

Supplementary Grant Round 

Special Projects

1
2
3
4
5



Community of Practice

Working group & Expert 
Reference Group



Managing invasive species in a connected landscape

Literature, Data and Practice Review



Main Grant Round –
11 projects 



    

Climate Ready Tool



Supplementary grant round –
6 projects 



Special Projects



Factsheets have been developed – available on the SCCG 
website/projects/Sydney’s Salty Communities



Duncan Webb
SCCG

Program Results



• 17 on-ground projects supported with $1.3million

• Literature, Data & Practice Review

• 11 Main Round projects

• 6 Supplementary Round projects

• 4 Special Projects
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PROJECT AREA
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ON-GROUND PROJECTS
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Presentation Notes
SOUTHERN SYDNEY FOX MANAGEMENT GROUP (11 COUNCILS). NOW HAS A HOME WITH SSROC AS PEST ANIMAL ACTION NETWORK (PAAN).
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Presentation Notes
CONNECTED CORRIDORS FOR BIODIVERSITY. MAPPING IS ON THE GS LLS SERVER FOR AT LEAST THE NEXT FOUR YEARS AND WILL BE UPDATED ANNUALLY.
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Presentation Notes
HOLLOWS AS HOMES AREA COUNCILS HAVE WRITTEN A LETTER OF SUPPORT.



MERIT: Monitoring Evaluation Reporting and Improvement Tool





Community participation & engagement activities



Pest treatment



Fox control by project



Weed treatment



Weed control by project



Plant propagation



Propagation >100 plants

Plant propagation: main species



Revegetated area (ha)



Plantings, number of individuals



Plants, mature height under 2m



Plants, mature height over 2m



Main species planted





Main tall species planted





42,497; 64%

4,870; 7%

4,648; 7%

4,280; 7%

3,035; 5%2,600; 4%

2,275; 3%

Revegetation by project

Waverley coastal heath

North Palm Beach

Mosman foreshore

Fishermans Walk

Woronora River restoration

Willoughby salty ecosystems

Bilgola Creek

Fisher Bay

Gore Creek



5,285; 50%
1,680; 16%

384; 4%

660; 6%

1,520; 14%

594; 6%

Plantings mature height >2m, by project

Waverley coastal heath

North Palm Beach

Mosman foreshore

Fishermans Walk

Woronora River restoration

Willoughby salty ecosystems

Bilgola Creek

Fisher Bay

Gore Creek



Plant survival rate



Tall plant survival



Plant species with <80% survival
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Connected Corridors 
for Biodiversity

Supported by the Sydney Coastal Councils Group with 
funding from the Australian Government



Project aim

Develop tools to facilitate increased habitat 
connectivity across the project area, in order to 

increase resilience of biodiversity to climate change and 
other threats



Project components

1. Habitat corridor map:
➢Collate existing habitat mapping
➢Consolidate mapping into one GIS layer
➢ Identify and prioritise opportunities for connectivity 

across Council boundaries
➢ Seek endorsement – Councils and State Govt agencies

2. Guide to regulatory tools, financial incentives and other 
mechanisms Councils can use to promote biodiversity 
conservation on privately-owned land:

➢ Survey of existing Council tools, incentives and programs 
➢Develop guide based on survey results & wider research, 

to encourage increased up-take and development



• Initiated by Randwick City Council

• Implemented by the Southern Sydney Regional 
Organisation of Councils (SSROC), in 
collaboration with Greater Sydney Local Land 
Services (GS LLS)

• Steering Committee – SSROC, SCCG, LG NSW, 
RCC 

• Expert Panel – OEH, MQU, CRA, CoS

• Other stakeholders 

• Project area: 23 Councils  (pre-amalgamation) –
SSROC, SCCG + Strathfield



Approach – habitat corridor map

• Habitat corridor definition: recognised
areas of habitat and adjoining areas 
through which they can be linked by the 
establishment of continuous habitat, or 
’stepping stone’ areas of habitat

• Habitat not limited to native vegetation 
(includes riparian and coastal zones, rock 
outcrops, weed infestations etc)

• Corridors to include land that has 
potential as habitat (eg under-utilised
green space, private property including 
residential backyards)





Photo: Frog & Tadpole Study Group



Methodology – habitat corridor map

Councils with existing habitat
corridor mapping

Existing habitat corridor
mapping used as basis, because
it is:

• based on extensive previous
local studies;

• the basis of well-established
Council programs; and/or

• has been accepted by Council
and the community, and is
adopted into Development
Control Plans in some cases



Methodology – habitat corridor map cont…

Other Councils

Spatial data for all existing recognised habitat, plus
potential habitats used as basis:

• OEH mapping

• Land use zoning from LEPs (eg E1, E2, E3, RE1, RE2)

• Detailed habitat mapping where provided by Councils

• Wetlands and waterways obtained from NSW Govt
spatial database



Methodology – habitat corridor map cont…

• Spatial data was combined

• Potential linkages identified by:

➢ placing 100m buffer around 
existing and potential habitat 

➢ clipping resultant buffered 
polygons back to their 
outline

➢ using 50m either side of 
railway corridors or roads as 
a linkage, where gaps 
remained



Methodology – habitat corridor map cont…

• Draft versions of the map reviewed by Council staff

• Workshops held to discuss issues with it

• Edits made by Council staff via web-based platform 

• Map also circulated to other land managers, 
stakeholders for review (incl OEH, GSC)

• All edits incorporated

• Corridors then categorised:

➢ priority habitats

➢ supporting habitats

➢ supporting areas



Final map



• Map hosted on GS LLS website 
• Spatial layers provided to Council staff for internal use
• Map to be updated annually by GS LLS for 4 years
• Intended that Councils will:

➢ Endorse the map for use as a tool to prioritise on-
ground works, community engagement programs etc
to improve habitat connectivity 

➢ Adopt the habitat corridor map into their planning 
instruments (where this hasn’t been done already)

• OEH supportive of the map
• Spatial layers provided to GSC for consideration in District 

Plans and Green Grid

Final map



Guide document

• Recommendations made in relation to:
➢ planning controls such as biodiversity provisions of 

LEPs and DCPs; 
➢ the development assessment process, incl compliance 

monitoring
➢ financial incentives that Councils can offer, including 

grants and rates rebates; 
➢ financial incentives that Councils can promote; and
➢ cross-Council partnerships and partnerships with 

other land managers
• Final document circulated to Council staff, LG NSW, OEH; 

also available on SSROC website 



Connected Corridors for Biodiversity – lessons learned

Mapping:
• Inconsistent approach to mapping across project area 

perhaps not ideal; resulted in corridors at diff scales in diff 
LGAs

• Mapping approach also very different to that used by OEH
• Approach nevertheless considered appropriate given:

➢ short project timeframe
➢ the 4-year review period included in the project scope
➢ it enabled previous mapping work undertaken by 

Councils to be incorporated
➢ corridors at diff scales may actually be appropriate 

given diff resources of diff Councils
• Web-based platform for reviewing mapping = v efficient



Connected Corridors for Biodiversity – lessons learned

Guide document
• Scope was ambitious given project timeframe and resourcing – a 

more comprehensive guide would be useful
• Key issues identified:

➢ Inconsistency in biodiversity provisions of planning 
instruments between different Councils should be addressed

➢ Need for increased Council resources for compliance 
monitoring re conditions of development consent relating to 
biodiversity

➢ Councils in NSW appear to be lagging behind other states in 
terms of financial incentives (grants, rates rebates, VCAs) 
offered for biodiversity conservation on private property

➢ Establishment of a working group would be useful to lead 
implementation of recommendations



Connected Corridors for Biodiversity – lessons learned

Project overall: 
• Important that the most relevant 

Council staff were involved, to 
maximise likelihood mapping and 
guide are actually used 

• Council staff overall very receptive to 
the project and most perceived the 
need for it – ideally would have been 
involved in scoping it

• Meetings, workshops held as part of 
the project brought staff together, 
helped to build relationships & 
increase potential for collaboration



Connected Corridors for Biodiversity - lessons learned

Project overall cont… : 
• Other Councils in Sydney metro area keen for similar 

mapping – a similar project has been scoped by WSROC 
and GSLLS

• GSLLS are an excellent resource for Councils in assisting to 
deliver projects of this nature



Dr Kerrylee Rogers –
University of Wollongong

Mangrove and Saltmarsh Threat Analysis Report



Dr John Martin
Hollows as Homes Program





DEE WHY LAGOON BIODIVERSITY 

RESTORATION PROJECT



This project included the following;

• Restoration of saltmarsh

• Vegetation condition mapping

• Weed control
• Native seed bank developed

• Fauna surveying

• Vertebrate pest animal control
• Community engagement 



Saltmarsh  Restoration

Dried algae covering the saltmarsh 
occurred after opening the lagoon 
following closure for a couple of years, it 
created a hot house effect over the 
vegetation.

Coastal Dune Swamp and Saltmarsh
inundated before lagoon opening



Vegetation Condition Mapping



Weed Control



Native Seed Bank Developed



Fauna Surveys



Vertebrate Pest Animal Control



Community Engagement

Bird Survey Workshop



Nature Watch Week



Dee Why Fauna Fair





Corporate Day’s
Natural Environment Team, Northern 
Beaches Council planting day & rubbish 
clean up

Deloitte planting day



Lessons Learnt

• We need to think of other ways to 
engage the land owners around 
the project site to come on board 
with habitat gardens and weed 
removal?

• Youth to participation in 
community events?

• Timelines to contractors and 
ecologists undertaking research 
as part of the project.



What’s next

• National Tree Day will 
be held at Dee Why 
Lagoon in July 2017,

• Council will continue 
to invest in restoration 
of the lagoon system,

• National Cat Tracker.





www.oceanwatch.org.au

Lessons from Living shorelines - A Sydney Salty Community program

February 2017



Marine NRM- scaling up marine restoration efforts requires

1
1

1. Communication of the business case 
2. Building confidence, awareness and capacity that degraded marine 

habitats can be repaired 
3. Developing the policy framework
4. Building skills and experience in restoration practitioners



Oyster shell (aquaculture & post-harvest) 

Seeded with oyster spat

Biodegradable mesh pillows

Arranged on site (volunteers)

Reef solidifies with spat growth

Mesh pillows degrade over time

Biosecurity protocols



Concrete success

1
1

1, clear approval pathway 
2, legacy- 9 demonstration trial sites funded
3, The Star Casino, Sydney Fish Market tenants, UNSW Water 
research labs, Australian Shellfish Network, GBRMPA policy 
statement habitat 
4, commercial Industry buy in and interest
5, proof of demand



Less measurable outcomes

1
1

1, The rehabilitation sector questioning use of plastic polymers 
2, Suppliers of rehab. products seeking alternatives
3, Oyster farmers and processors thinking differently about 
waste product



Challenges

1
1

1, Appropriate approval pathway
2, Biosecurity
3, Transport and handling
4, Bag longevity – treatments and supplier
5, Multi disciplinary involvement and skillsets  
6, Spat settlement and recruitment 
7, Cost overrun 



• Macquarie, Western Sydney and 
UNSW Universities
• Port Stephens & Shoalhaven
oyster farmers
• Sydney Fish Market
• The Star Entertainment Group
• Price and Speed Containers

This project is supported by Sydney 
Coastal Councils Group and Greater 
Sydney Local Land Services through 
funding from the Australian and NSW 
Governments



Approval process – Public Land
Ecological Risk 

Assessment 
(ERA)

Technical 
Engineering 

Report    

Environmental 
Assessment (REF) 

Part 5 EP & A Act  -
council proponent

Roads & Maritime 
Services (RMS)  for 
landowner consent

RMS develops 10 yr. tenure 
agreement with council                              

(min $539 / yr / site)

RMS issues Part 1 
Construction 

Licence           
(~$1,500 / site)   

On-ground 
activity

Council applies to RMS 
for Part 2 licence to 

occupy site.            
$1,000 surveyor fees

✓

NSW DPI Dredge 
& Reclamation 

Permit

NSW DPI s37 –
scientific permit 

(possession)

NSW DPI s216 –
stocking       

(move & release)

Develop 
Biosecurity 

Protocol



Film

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mD1TprbaQCk



Southern Sydney 

Regional Fox Grant

ACHIEVEMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNT



Development of Southern 

Sydney Regional Fox Project: 

Participants

COUNCILS

 Inner West – Ashfield, Leichhardt, 
Marrickville

 City of Canterbury – Bankstown
 Strathfield
 Randwick
 Waverley
 Georges River – Kogarah and Hurstville
 Bayside – Rockdale and Botany
 Cumberland – Auburn
 Sutherland
 City of Sydney
 Canada Bay

MONITORING PARTNER

 Royal Botanic Garden



Why fox control



Regional Perspective

• Identified as a threat to biodiversity in the southern Sydney region

• Number of Councils and land managers in the region already 
undertaking stand alone fox control and /or education

• Community interest in fox control

• Councils seeking further information on best approach

• Number of threatened species impacted or potentially impacted 
by foxes including:

• Pied oyster catcher, 

• Little tern, 

• Green & golden bell frog,  

• Green turtle, 

• Giant burrowing frog and 

• Long-nosed bandicoot.



Other stakeholders

 Government Agencies/Major Landowners

• Urban Feral Animal Action Group, 

• Rookwood Cemetery, 

• National Parks and Wildlife Service

• Sydney Water

• NSW Dept of Primary Industry 

• University of Sydney

• WestConnex
• Western Sydney University

• Invasive Animals CRC

• Sydney Trains

• Local Land Services 

• Centennial Parklands 

• Sydney Ports, 

• Roads and Maritime 

Service 

• Sydney Airport

• Sydney Olympic Park

• Local Environmental 

Groups



Monitoring

 Consists of:

 Motion activated cameras in nature reserves

 Analysis of stomach and scat content

 GPS collaring of foxes to track movement

 Three year project led by Royal Botanic Garden in collaboration 

with Western Sydney University and the University of Sydney



john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au



john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au



john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au











john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au



john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au



john.martin@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au



Diet Findings



Diet Findings



Outcomes - Website

 Development of Southern Sydney Fox Scan Website



Outcomes – Community Engagement



Outcomes - On Ground Control

 10 of 11 Councils undertook on ground control

 Control included

 Den fumigation

 Spotlight cull

 Trapped

 Baited

 Very rough estimate 150 foxes killed



Outcomes – Council Changes
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establishment of SSFMG.

Are your council’s procedures and/or processes for fox control changed/changing as a result of SSFMG 
project?
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Yes No



Lessons Learnt

 Resources

 Time

 Government departments

 Community lack of knowledge

 Foxes are difficult animals to catch



Future

 Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils have taken on 

this project.

 This was supported by the general managers of the Councils that 

fall within SSROC.

 Monitoring will continue through universities for approx 3 years

 FoxScan website will be maintained until July 2017 



Funding

 The Southern Sydney Feral Foxes project was supported by Sydney 

Coastal Councils Group through funding from the Australian 

Government.

 Special thanks to City of Canterbury-Bankstown and Sutherland 

Council who helped manage the project over the 18 months



Backyard Habitat Review
SHOW CASING COUNCIL’S BUILDING BACKYARD HABITAT

Dr Louise Metcalf, ARIES Academic Director
The Australian Research Institute for Environment and Sustainability



2ARIES

THREATENED SPECIES IN 

SYDNEY

• 28 threatened mammals

• 68 threatened birds

• 13 threatened reptiles

• 6 threatened frogs

• …and every little bit counts!

• But how do we maximise our 
efforts?

HABITAT MATTERS IN SYDNEY

Image: Matthew Stanton



3OFFICE  I  FACULTY  I  DEPARTMENT

• Our aims:

• …to examine what a comprehensive 
backyard native flora and fauna 
habitat program may include, and to 
provide a summary, via a series of 
case studies, of the various programs 
available for councils and others to 
implement.

• …and using the above, create a tool 
that councils could use to measure the 
program itself.

RESEARCH AIMS:



COUNCIL’S PARTICIPATING

4ARIES

• 18 completed the 
questionnaire 

• 12 councils 
participated in the 
interviews

• 3 external programs 
also contributed 
material.

Image: Willie Wildlife



FINDINGS

FORMALITY MATTERS

5ARIES

1. Measure - what YOU can impact 
• i.e. the backyard changes people make, 

the things that people do – not the 
outcome of how many animals

2. Be Strategic – design and show 

impact
• A formal design is essential, state the 

objectives and make sure they work for 
the community, then plan, plan, plan

• Report on those objectives



FINDINGS

BUT IT’S ALL ABOUT PEOPLE

6ARIES

3. Know YOUR people 
• Create a database of people who 

participate in workshops, anything 
related, and stay in touch, treat them 
well!

4. TALK to people 
• Face to face communication works best, 

everything else second.



FINDINGS

… VERY HUMAN PEOPLE

7ARIES

5. Give it time 
• The most successful programs were 

the programs that had been 
operating for at least 4 years

6. Embrace human 
foibles 
• Use the thin edge of the wedge that 

“cute” or unusual animals represent 
e.g. stingless bees



FINDINGS

AND COLLABORATE!

8ARIES

7. Grow your people skills 
• Learn to market, persuade and make 

your case to management

8. Work together
• Link to as many external programs as 

possible, they doing things that 
councils are not able to replicate and 
shouldn’t try

• Make specific connections to related 
programs such as Connected 
Corridors



9ARIES

THANK YOU!



Michael Dunlop, Paul Ryan

CSIRO LAND & WATER

Climate-ready biodiversity management
A tool to help design biodiversity projects in the face of 

climate change 

Salty Communities, SCCG, February 2017
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Things are heating upAdaptation = Preparing for transformation



The opportunity
• Adaptation capacity in councils 

• Deliver biodiversity projects 

• Salty Communities project

• Climate-ready approach 

• Council biodiversity projects 
including climate adaptation

• Increased adaptation capacity in 
councils 

3 |



Talk Outline

• The problem / opportunity

• What we did 

• Climate-ready tool

• What we discovered

• How to take that further

4 |



Acknowledgements

Participating councils: 
• scoping and prototyping

• various climate-ready workshops

• feedback on the written tool    

Expert Reference Group

Fiona, Duncan and Geoff from SCCG

CSIRO EAP team https://research.csiro.au/eap/

GSLLS and others involved in subsequent 
development

5 |

https://research.csiro.au/eap/


Climate-ready tool development 
1. Consultation with councils (May & June2015) 

o Scoping webinar and prototyping workshop (June)

➢Needs to be a facilitated process, not a stand alone tool

2. Climate-ready workshops (Aug. Sept.)

o Three one-day workshops 

o A 90 min teleconference 

3. Tool documentation
o Up-dated the processes

o Input from councils, SCCG, peers

4. Salty products workshop

5. Continued development
o Greater Sydney LLS (3), SA (2), conferences, seminars 

o Cooks River Alliance, Waverley

6 |



The climate-ready tool

7 |



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation: Preparing for transformation

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation pathways: multi-level learning

Understand the implications 
of future change.
“Climate-ready” 

Understand how to make 
different decisions.

“values-rules-knowledge” 

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)

Actions to enable multi-
level learning to over 

come barriers.
“Pathways approach” 



10 |

Values

RulesKnowledge      

Gorddard et al. 2016

Decision context (vrk)



4. Synthesis: Develop a 
‘climate-ready problem 

statement’

Current management

Environmental changeNow Future

Future management

Actions to enable 
future adaptation

1. Define the 
initial problem

2. Explore future ecological 
change and the need for 

new management

3. Identify barriers to change and scope 
interventions to enable adaptation

5. Identify the 
implications for 

designing a project

6. Evaluate 
learning and 

implementation



What we learned developing the tool
Climate-ready approach reflected in projects?
1. Some changes in choice of project
2. All recognised future ecological impacts, most didn’t anticipate transformational change
3. Some measures to address climate impacts
4. Very few / none addressed the threshold issues of 

• Change and loss, managing persisting values rather than status quo
• Impacts on multiple values
• Identification of barriers and actions to overcome

5. All had some level of learning focus

Participants feedback
1. Very good engagement with concepts 
2. Extremely positive survey results *
3. But, not enough to enable people to act on it

Process of building capacity
1. Climate-ready concepts are relevant, and help improve understanding of adaptation
2. Revise process: facilitated, not a stand alone tool; additional support material
3. Prepared scenario of large ecological change and a local champion* (Thanks Bill @ GSLLS!)

4. Too much for one day: Two-day process? Very hard to sell “capacity building”* or “a learning process”

12 |



Why is adaptation so hard???
Example: Bush Regeneration

• Desire to increase options in the face of climate change

• Project: Plant mixture of different species, to enable learning

• Learning (vrk) by project officer, community, government, council planner, 
seed supplier, other councils 

• Support to change regeneration practice

• Do bush regeneration in climate-ready way

A single intervention not enough 
• Incentive (no organisational driver), capacity (too hard), desire, immediate 

needs; especially hard for an individual in a bureaucracy.

• Even to do a trial there are significant barriers to overcome: in council, which 
spp, techniques, volunteers, legislation, other land holders, monitoring to 
enable learning, engagement, …

13 |



Current approach

Environmental, ecological and social changeNow Future

Future approach

Adaptation pathways: multi-level learning

Understand the implications 
of future change.
“Climate-ready” 

Understand how to make 
different decisions.

“values-rules-knowledge” 

(Wise et al. 2014; Gorddard et al. 2016; Dunlop et al. 2016)

Actions to enable multi-
level learning to over 

come barriers.
“Pathways approach” 



Taking it further

Building capacity

• Two-day workshop process: more dedicated focus on actions to 
enable learning

• Case studies

• Focus on planning rather than (as well as) projects

Enabling environment

• Maintaining the network of people engaged in the approach

• Institutional mandate 

• Governance: more emphasis on learning to do differently, 
rather than accountability and efficiency

15 |



CSIRO LAND & WATER FLAGSHIP

Thank you
Michael Dunlop

T 02 6246 4102

e michael.dunlop@csiro.au
w https://research.csiro.au/eap/



SYDNEY’S SALTY COMMUNITIES –

TURNING THE TIDE FOR BLUE + GREEN CARBON

L i t e r a t u r e ,  D a t a  a n d  P r a c t i c e  R e v i e w

S y d n e y  C o a s t a l  C o u n c i l s  G r o u p   



ACKNOWLEDGING COUNTRY AND PEOPLE 

Acknowledgment and Gratitude to the Original People of this Land

As People of today we are Stewards of this Land.

May our Connection be Strong, our Care Deep and we Appreciate what has gone before us 

and what will go beyond us.

To the people in the Councils, SCCG, Ocean Watch, AP Gee Chapman….





ECAs Role – Questions 

Questions investigated through the project included: 

• What information is currently available on Salty Community Biodiversity? 

• Where does it sit (what Councils / agencies etc) have it?

• What are the gaps in biodiversity management – this includes literature, data, 

research, on-ground projects etc.

• Briefly assess if plans, policies, strategies etc such as Biodiversity strategies 

address biodiversity and the Changing Climate? 



• To provide a review of the available information about Sydney Coastal        Region 

biodiversity and it’s management. 

• Understand how the federal, state, local, scientific, community biodiversity 

management relates to the Sydney Salty Communities.

• Identify gaps in the biodiversity information and management for the Sydney 

Region Salty Communities such that funding and partnership projects can be 

prioritised to start to fill gaps and bridge knowledge.

• Improve retention and management of biodiversity in the Sydney Region Salty 

Communities through sharing available information

PURPOSES



OBSERVATIONS

• Biodiversity in the study area is diverse, often unique, and under threat if not 

actively managed.

• Biodiversity officers in Council make a difference.

• Smaller Councils had great ‘friendly’ communication between planning, 

environment and compliance areas.

• Grants make a difference not only for those receiving grant but those who hear 

about them e.g. Golf Courses.

• Community are ‘reaching’ to know more about urban biodiversity.

• Little active management of the intertidal zone.

• Repetition in documents



EXAMPLE DATA



EXAMPLE 

SUMMARIES

OF THE SALTY 

COMMUNITIES







Community Steward and 

Educational Opportunities - Workshops



REVIEW FINDINGS - FEDERAL AND STATE

• Coastal biodiversity in Sydney is a missing area from strategy and management at 

federal and state government levels.

• Federal legislation has measures to protect Biodiversity, including the coastal 

environment, this legislation is rarely triggered.  

• Federal useful: funding and being able to refer to aims of federal legislation and 

international agreements.

• State Sydney Coastal Zone is all within the metropolitan growth area.  Bio-banking and 

Off-sets.  Useful SEPPS, REPs, Bionet, Recovery Plans, Priority Actions Statements.

• RMS, EPA and OoW have regulatory and DA role in the coastal zone.

• LLS: re-start with local and regional strategies to write.

• Sydney Water doing on-ground works in Salty Communities and               responsible 

for water quality from sewerage.

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.tripadvisor.com/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g255060-d2534313-i121460570-Bondi_to_Coogee_Beach_Coastal_Walk-Sydney_New_South_Wales.html&ei=CHzIVLOEIeXtmgWA74KIDw&bvm=bv.84607526,d.dGY&psig=AFQjCNE-DmZMrRz2em1urgU66kNZ_BqL_w&ust=1422511443094513


REVIEW FINDINGS – LOCAL GOV.

• Local Government information pertaining to biodiversity 

management varies considerable

• overarching statements to precise locations identified with 

targets and actions

• terrestrial biodiversity covered. Sea-grass included in data 

(mapping) not condition and  intertidal areas are absent

• policy and planning information and data is in DCPs and 

LEPs

• Estuary Mgt: Local Government co-ordinator of strategy and 

works with input from relevant agencies – good system 

needs $ for on-ground works

• Coastal Mgt Plans – focus on risk mgt. Do not directly 

address salty community biodiversity mgt.





REVIEW FINDINGS - SCIENTIFIC

Scientific Research in the urban coastal zone has a long history the 

most iconic possibly the work of Bennet and Dakin.  

Key research institutions working in the Coastal Zone.  

Research provides detailed information on:

soft bottom sediments, sea-grass, rocky-shores, seaweeds, 

saltmarsh and mangroves.  

Fauna studies include intertidal invertebrates and crabs, fish.

Expert enquiry process into impacts on Coastal Biodiversity and how 

to detect change.



REVIEW FINDINGS – COMMUNITY AND NGO

Community members and groups such as Birds 

Australia, Wildlife rescue Centres, EcoDivers

etc. collect and collate data on Coastal 

Biodiversity in Sydney. More could be obtained 

from the community for review



REVIEW FINDINGS – GAPS

Gaps include:
• Coastal intertidal zone – missing from Council Biodiversity Plans or equivalent documents.  Also missing, 

in detail, from State and Federal Government plans.

• Condition of marine communities (seagrass and soft bottom benthos) and some intertidal communities 

(saltmarsh and mangroves). 

• Template conditions on consent or requirements for consultants advising on mitigation of works in areas of 

coastal biodiversity.

• Clarity of jurisdiction and responsibility over matters in the marine and intertidal zone (e.g. nets on netted 

swimming areas).

• Science to on-ground management.  

• Scientific information: Carrying capacity, indicator species / systems.

• Training for planning and compliance personnel.

• Locally accurate science relating to potential changes in physical conditions in the coastal zone.  E.g. sand 

dynamics: some beaches may accrete while other erode.

• Effectiveness and alternatives for mitigation of impacts in the coastal zone – e.g. is raising saltmarsh level 

effective in keeping it in the optimal tidal inundation zone?

• Funding:  Council as co-ordinators of the Estuary Mgt Process are ready to continue the role out of joint 

agency projects, such as sea-grass work, however funding is required.



GREAT TO BE WORKING WITH YOU ON THE 

SALTY COMMUNITIES PROJECT

KINGFISHER URBAN ECOLOGY AND WETLANDS
MIA 0488 481 929  ECOLOGICALCA@OUTLOOK.COM



CASE STUDIES FROM LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS?

Managing Sea-level Rise and Saltmarsh



1
2
3
4
5

Moving Forward



Thank you
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